From the magnetic properties of old neutron stars we propose that an observation of a sufficiently old pulsar limits any "grand unified theory" heavy magnetic monopole flux in the pulsar neighborhood to below' 5X10 rlo cm sr sec ', where halo is the age (in 10' yr) of the pulsar's present magnetic field and monopole speeds are -10 3 c. For the millisecond pulsar PSR 1937+ 214 a major improvement over the Parker limit is obtained, which is also better than various limits from monopole catalysis of baryon decay, provided bio& 10 '. The consideration of monopole dynamics inside superconducting neutron-star cores leads to this conclusion.
However, because the protons in neutron stellar cores are expected to make a superconducting transition less than a century after the formation of the star no matter how hot the star was at birth, the magnetic properties of the core will be different from that of ordinary magnetized conducting matter in two essential ways.
(1) The superconducting core of the star is such a good diamagnet that a monopole cannot penetrate it unless either the monopole mass approaches the Planck mass (10's GeV/c ) or there is a preexisting core magnetic field which pulls the monopole into the core through normal (nonsuperconducting) regions.
( The neutron-stellar flux tubes are embedded in a highly viscous degenerate electron gas. They will generally move slowly through this gas for two different reasons.
(1) When flux tubes are curved, the huge tension of Eq. (28) [where (8, )s --10'(8, )»] to do that, which will then be 10"(U, ";, /c) GeVcm '; and (ii) the repulsion of the diamagnetic nuclei. Since the monopole enters the crust with kinetic energy -, ' mc (U, , /c) -10 ' GeV, only after it traverses -10 cm will the electron drag forces produce a substantial effect. The free monopole will rise only to a height of (c /gG)(u, , /c) &1 cm above the crust-core boundary before gravity will pull it down again. The energy loss to electron drag in the crust [ -10"(U, , /c) GeV cm '] in that cm is only -10 i the heavy monopole kinetic energy (assuming m -10' GeV/c ). Electron drag will become important only after many "bounces" up and down have taken place. (The first such bounce takes -10 sec.)
The diamagnetic forces of the nuclei seem to be even less effective in damping the mono le motion. The monopole's initial kinetic energy (-10 ergs) is enormously greater than its interaction energy with the lattice of diamagnetic nuclei through which it moves ( &10 ergs). The diamagnetic interaction energy of a monopole with a crust nucleus will not exceixl (p -1)g2/dN -10 ' GeV, where d~is the nuclear separation, and the only monopole velocity regime where that interaction will be significant compared to the monopole kinetic energy is v (10 cmsec; otherwise, the lattice will be adiabatically pushed slightly where necessary to "clear the way" as the monopole traverses it subsonically (shear velocity -10s cm sec '). The nucleus-nucleus Coulomb interaction energy, Z e /d" is also only of order -10 ' GeV, so that a slight adiabatic lattice deformation may indeed occur with no substantial reduction of the heavy monopole's velocity. 
